
How To Start An Essay With A Quote

Quotes are quite valuable in writing as they represent a piece of wisdom, life experience, knowledge and wit
which can be magnified by the life and write my essay they belong to. That is why they represent powerful
tools is essay writing.

Just as a good movie or book or an advertisement with an interesting start makes you want to go more into
the details as it grabs your attention from the beginning. Similar goes to essays if you really want your
audience to go through your writing piece from start to dissertation Writing Services. To achieve that, it is a
good option to start an essay with a relevant quote. Hence, knowing the technique to open up the essay
with a quote is an important skill that every student should know to make the best of their writing
assignments.

The following are some of the important tips that you need to keep in mind when starting an essay with a
essay writer.

● Choose a quote that matches your purpose

When looking for good quotes, stick to your aim. It should inspire, prove a point, or create a good mood,
etc. It is quite obvious that looking for quotes that match your aim is quite challenging. But at least they can
help you deliver your message or accomplish what you want.

● Know your audience

Your chosen quotation should match with the audience you are writing for. It is also important to essay
writing service other factors such as the audience’s experience, age, gender, interest, etc.

● Connect to the main point

Explain how the quotation supports your argument or how it is directly or indirectly related to your topic. Be
certain in how it highlights the problem being discussed in the essay.

● Acknowledge the source

As quotations are remarks and thoughts of other authors, it is important to acknowledge them in an
appropriate way. When adding quotes in your essay, depending upon the style format, some details are
compulsory to add such as page number, paragraph number, exact line, etc. The purpose write my paper
this is to avoid the risk of plagiarism and letting the reader know from where you found the information.
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If you are still confused and no idea where and how to start your essay. It would be a good idea to search
for an online essay writer free to help you correctly integrating quotes in your paper. So, why not giving a
reliable company try to minimize your paper writing service?
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